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PhD project (2017-2021): 
understanding the genesis and 
evolution of radiation risk 
perception in Portugal

Bibliographic review, media analysis 
and interviews following mental 
models approach and risk perception 
psychometric theory
- expert model of the radiological 
risk perception: ionizing radiation 
specialists
- mental models: firefighters and 
military personnel 
- study cases: former workers that 
due to their professional work may 
have been exposed to ionizing 
radiation

Thesis: https://estudogeral.uc.pt/handle/10316/96233
Article: https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6498/abbb26

https://estudogeral.uc.pt/handle/10316/96233
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6498/abbb26
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The case study of Urgeiriça

Source: https://www.saudemais.tv/noticia/19774-atraso-na-recuperacao-
ambiental-das-casas-da-urgeirica-motiva-queixa-em-tribunal (04.06.2020)

Documentary by Ramsay Cameron 
Source: https://vimeo.com/170159651

1907
Begining of radioactive 
materials extraction in a 
nearby region with L’Urane E. 
Urbain, a French company

1926
Companhia Portuguesa de 
Radium, lda., an English 
company, acquired the 
license to explore radium 

1962
When the concession agreement 
ended, the Portuguese 
government took over the 
business under the direction of 
Junta de Energia Nuclear

1950 
Use of mine tailings to 
build houses for their 
workers as well as local 
streets and roads

1951 
Installation of a workshop for 
uranium chemical processing 
in Urgeiriça
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The National Uranium Company old buildings’ 
remediation in Urgeiriça, Viseu district, 
Portugal (2019)
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Uranium mining district
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Urgeiriça uranium mine

Cunha Baixa uranium mine
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Urgeiriça uranium mine was
the main mining area due to its
importance in the processing
(chemical treatment facility) of
uranium and radium ores, from
that and many other Centro
region mines.
From 1913 to 1944, it mainly
produced radium. In 1973, the
underground mining ceased
and the old tailings became
the only source of ore, by in
situ lixiviation, and later heap
leaching.

Source: https://www.interregeurope.eu/good-practices/remediation-of-abandoned-mines-in-centro-region-of-portugal-
urgeirica-uranium-mining-area-example
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Miners living quarters

Chemical treatment
plant

Engineers living
quarters

Recovered areas

Recovered area

Recovered area
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Several events and factors influenced radiation risk perception in Urgeiriça

1977
National Company 
of Uranium
establishment

1984 
IAEA 
recommendations

1986
Chernobyl’s
nuclear 
accident

1992 
Beginning of 
workers lay off

1993
Environmental 
characterization; 
housing stock is 
sold

2000
National Company 
of Uranium 
dissolution

2001
Resolution 34/2001 is 
approved by the 
Portuguese Parliament

2001
Decree-Law 198-A/2001 
granting environmental 
recovery of uranium mines 
to EDM

2002 
Environmental 
characterization 
studies

2004
The Portuguese 
Government commissions 
a study resulting in the 
scientific report MinUrar

2005
Site remediation 
in several mines

2021
The end of the 
environmental 
remediation work

2018
Rehabilitation 
of Urgeiriça 
housing park
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RTP Arquivo, 20.01.2000
Source: https://arquivos.rtp.pt/conteudos/recordacoes-das-minas-da-urgeirica/

Voluntariness

❑ voluntary participation in a situation
❑ lesser perception of risk

➢ “Although knowing (about
radiation risks), there was no
concern. We had one concern,
which was to do our work. We
needed to work, we wanted to
work! (laughs) We have to,
don't we? We did it naturally”.

António Guimas, geologist who
worked in the National Uranium
Company and later in Exmin, still
living in Urgeiriça. November,
2019.
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❑ a lot of media attention
❑ greater perception of risk

Media attention
➢ “So they are studying uranium contamination 

in Bosnia, Kosovo, and what about us who 
have our uranium mines here? People can be 
contaminated, they can be sick.”
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Fear

❑ an outcome involving greater pain and suffering
❑ greater perception of risk

➢ radon was measured in the air and water inside the mine; 
as of 1996, recalls António Guimas, a former worker at 
Urgeiriça, environmental monitoring of the soil also 
began: “It is when there is an awakening to the risk of 
contamination also in the soil”

Many houses are still to be decontaminated

➢ according to literature, Uraium mining in Portugal was no 
different from Uranium mining in Canada, USA, France 
and Australia. All did the same because there was no risk 
perception nor notions regarding radiological protection  
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➢ former workers fight for involuntary risk 
exposure compensation 

➢ scientific studies commissioned by the 
Portuguese Parliament

➢ A shift in the narrative from contaminated 
land to contaminated bodies 

➢ new legislation regarding mandatory health 
monitoring 
➢ retirement after 55 years of age for 

former workers outside the mine
➢ environmental rehabilitation
➢ radioactive decontamination of the 

houses 

Availability of information

❑ sufficient authoritative information
❑ lesser perception of risk

Urgeiriça mining area environmental recovery (2005 – 2021) 
Source: https://edm.pt/projetos/recuperacao-ambiental-da-
escombreira-da-barragem-velha-de-rejeitados-da-mina-da-urgeirica/

Uranium Mines and their Residues 
Effects on the health of the population

Scientific report II
February 2007
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Engineers quarter in the 1950s
Source: http://pinheiro.nu/2014/07/24/a-urgeirica-revisitada/
http://pinheiro.nu/2016/08/15/urgeirica-coming-to-life/

Familiarity

António and Albertina 
Guimas bought their house 
in the Engineers’ quarters 
in 1990s
November 2019

❑ familiar hazards
❑ lesser perception of risk

➢ The unknown importance of what meant risk 
perception in an activity such as mining and 
milling of Uranium and resulting lack of 
adequate regulation in the second half of the 
20th century resulted in the misuse of the dry 
tailings materials and debris in the construction 
of housing and in the repair of public roads.

➢ Neither the Operator, the Regulator nor the 
populations were aware of the possible 
consequences and only recently remediation 
measures were put in place in terms of the 
replacement or remediation measures of the 
houses.

➢ Very similar problems may arise from any other 
mining activity (NORM/TENORM) if Directive 
59/2011/Euratom is not enforced by the 
Regulator in the Industry.

➢ The role of the Civil Society is fundamental once 
jobs must come along with environmental 
concerns and measures. 

http://pinheiro.nu/2014/07/24/a-urgeirica-revisitada/
http://pinheiro.nu/2016/08/15/urgeirica-coming-to-life/
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Thank you for your

attention!


